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Grammatical error 
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Sentence-level revision
(SentRev)
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Proposed Task: Sentence-level Revision

l input: early-stage draft sentence
- has errors (e.g., collocation errors)
- has Information gaps (denoted by <*>)

l output: final version sentence
- error-free
- correctly filled-in sentence
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revising, editing,
proofreading

Our aproach idea is <*> at read 
patern of normal human.

draft

The idea of our approach derives 
from the normal human reading 
pattern.

final version



Proposed Task: Sentence-level Revision

l input: early-stage draft sentence
- has errors (e.g., collocation errors)
- has Information gaps (denoted by <*>)

l output: final version sentence
- error-free
- correctly filled-in sentence

l issue: lack of evaluation resource
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revising, editing,
proofreading

Our aproach idea is <*> at read 
patern of normal human.

draft

The idea of our approach derives 
from the normal human reading 
pattern.

final version



Our contributions
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l Created an evaluation dataset for SentRev
- Set of Modified Incomplete TecHnical paper sentences (SMITH)

l Analyzed the characteristics of the dataset

l Established baseline scores for SentRev

revising, editing,
proofreading

Our aproach idea is <*> at read 
patern of normal human.

draft

The idea of our approach derives 
from the normal human reading 
pattern.

final version



Evaluation Dataset Creation

Goal: collect pairs of draft sentence and final version
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Our model <*> results Our model shows 
competitive results

draft final



Evaluation Dataset Creation

Goal: collect pairs of draft sentence and final version
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Straight-forward approach︓
Experts modify collected drafts to final version

limitation:
early-stage draft sentences are 
not usually publicly available

drafts final version

Note:
We can access plenty of 
final version sentences

Our model <*> results Our model shows 
competitive results



Evaluation Dataset Creation

Goal: collect pairs of draft sentence and final version
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drafts

Straight-forward approach︓
Experts modify collected drafts to final version

Our approach:
create draft sentences from final version sentences

final version

Our model <*> results Our model shows 
competitive results



Crowdsourcing Protocol for 
Creating an Evaluation Dataset
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Our model shows 
competitive results私達のモデルは

匹敵する結果を
⽰しました。

Our model <*>
results

drafts final version

Our approach:
create draft sentences from final version sentences

ACL 
Anthology

1.automatically translate 
the final sentence into 
Japanese

2. Japanese native workers 
translate into English

2019/10/29



Crowdsourcing Protocol for 
Creating an Evaluation Dataset
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Our model shows 
competitive results

1.automatically translate 
the final sentence into 
Japanese

私達のモデルは
匹敵する結果を
⽰しました。

2. Japanese native workers 
translate into English

Our model <*>
results

drafts final version

Our approach:
create draft sentences from final version sentences

insert <*> where workers 
could not think of a good 
expression

ACL 
Anthology

2019/10/29



Statistics
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Dataset size w/<*> w/change Levenshtein 
distance

Lang-8 2.1M - 42% 3.5
AESW 1.2M - 39% 4.8
JFLEG 1.5K - 86% 12.4
SMITH 10K 33% 99% 47.0

l collected 10,804 pairs

l SMITH simulates significant editing

l Larger Levenshtein distance ⇨ more drastic editing

w/<*>: percentage of source sentences with <*>
w/change: percentage where the source and target sentences differ



Examples of SMITH
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draft:

final:

I research the rate of workable SQL <*> at the generated result.

We study the percentage of executable SQL queries in the generated results.

For <*>, we used Adam using weight decay and gradient clipping .

We used Adam with a weight decay and gradient clipping for optimization.

draft:

final:

In the model aechitecture, as shown in Figure 1 , it is based an AE and 
GAN.
The model architecture, as illustrated in figure 1 , is based on the AE and 
GAN.

draft:

final:
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Examples of SMITH
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draft:

final:

I research the rate of workable SQL <*> at the generated result.

We study the percentage of executable SQL queries in the generated results.

For <*>, we used Adam using weight decay and gradient clipping.

We used Adam with a weight decay and gradient clipping for optimization.

draft:

final:

In the model aechitecture, as shown in Figure 1 , it is based an AE and 
GAN.
The model architecture, as illustrated in figure 1 , is based on the AE and 
GAN.

draft:

final:

(3) Spelling and grammatical errors



Experiments
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many study <*>
in grammar error 

correction 

A great deal of research has 
been carried out in 

grammar error correction.

draft final version

Baseline models

l built baseline revision models (draft ⇨ final version)
- training data: generated synthetic data with noising methods

l evaluated the performance on SMITH
- using various reference and reference-less evaluation metrics



Noising and Denoising
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Noising: automatically generate drafts from the final versions 

draft final version

many study <*> in 
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been carried out in 
grammar error correction.

A great deal of research has 
been carried out in 
grammar error correction.
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Nosing methods
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Noising and Denoising
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draft final version

many study <*> in 
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been carried out in 
grammar error correction.

A great deal of research has 
been carried out in 
grammar error correction.

sample

Denoising models
(Baseline models)

Nosing methods

ACL 
Anthology

Denoising: generate final versions from the drafts 
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it is not surprising that the 
random policy has the 
worst performance.

it is not surprisingly that 
the random policy have
the worst performing.

Grammatical error 
generation

we observe a similar trend
on larger datasets.

we see the same on larger
data. Style removal

Figure 2 illustrates the 
effectiveness of different 
features.

Figure 2 illustrates 
effectiveness

Entailed sentence 
generation

lower perplexity indicates 
a better model.

perplexity indicates a <*>
model. Heuristic
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Figure 2 illustrates 
effectiveness

Entailed sentence 
generation

lower perplexity indicates 
a better model.

perplexity indicates a <*>
model. Heuristic

train Enc-Dec noising model (clean ⇨ erroneous) 
using Lang8[Mizumoto+ 11], AESW[Daudaravicius+ 15], 
and JFLEG[Napoles+ 17]
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Noising methods

drafts final versionsNoising methods
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it is not surprising that the 
random policy has the 
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it is not surprisingly that 
the random policy have
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generation
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Figure 2 illustrates the 
effectiveness of different 
features.

Figure 2 illustrates 
effectiveness

Entailed sentence 
generation

lower perplexity indicates 
a better model.

perplexity indicates a <*>
model. Heuristic

train Enc-Dec noising model (academic ⇨ non-academic) 
using the ParaNMT-50M dataset [Wieting+18]
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it is not surprising that the 
random policy has the 
worst performance.

it is not surprisingly that 
the random policy have
the worst performing.

Grammatical error 
generation

we observe a similar trend
on larger datasets.

we see the same on larger
data. Style removal

Figure 2 illustrates the 
effectiveness of different 
features.

Figure 2 illustrates 
effectiveness

Entailed sentence 
generation

lower perplexity indicates 
a better model.

perplexity indicates a <*>
model. Heuristic

train Enc-Dec noising model (⇨ entailed sentence) 
using SNLI [Bowman+ 15], MultiNLI [Williams+ 18]
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Noising methods

drafts final versionsNoising methods
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it is not surprising that the 
random policy has the 
worst performance.

it is not surprisingly that 
the random policy have
the worst performing.

Grammatical error 
generation

we observe a similar trend
on larger datasets.

we see the same on larger
data. Style removal

Figure 2 illustrates the 
effectiveness of different 
features.

Figure 2 illustrates 
effectiveness

Entailed sentence 
generation

lower perplexity indicates 
a better model.

perplexity indicates a <*>
model. Heuristic

heuristic noising rules: 
randomly deleting, replacing with <*> or common terms, and swapping



Baseline models
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l Noising and Denoising models
- Heuristic noising and denoising model (H-ND)
- Rule-based Heuristic noising (e.g., random token replacing)

- Enc-Dec noising and denoising model (ED-ND)
- Rule-based Heuristic noising 

+ trained error generation models (e.g., grammatical error generation)

l SOTA GEC model [Zhao+ 19] 

many study <*>
in grammar error 

correction 

A great deal of research has 
been carried out in 

grammar error correction.

draft final version

Baseline models



Experiment settings
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l Noising and Denoising Model architecture
- Transformer [Vaswani+ 17]

- Optimizer: Adam with 𝛼 = 0.0005, 𝛽)= 0.9, 𝛽+ = 0.98, 𝜖 = 10𝑒01

l Evaluation metrics
- BLEU
- ROUGE-L
- F0.5
- BERTscore [Zhang+ 19]

- Grammaticality score [Napoles+ 16]: 1 − (#errors in sent /#tokens in sent)

- Perplexity (PPL): 5-gram LM trained on ACL Anthology papers 



Results
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Model BLEU ROUGE-L BERT-P BERT-R BERT-F P R F0.5 Gramm. PPL

Draft X 9.8 46.8 75.9 78.2 77.0 - - - 92.9 1454

H-ND 8.2 45.0 77.0 76.1 76.5 5.4 2.9 4.6 94.1 406
ED-ND 15.4 51.1 80.9 80.0 80.4 21.8 12.8 19.2 96.3 236

GEC 11.9 49.0 80.8 79.1 79.9 22.2 6.2 14.6 96.7 414

Reference Y - - - - - - - - 96.5 147

Table 6: Results of quantitative evaluation. Gramm. denotes the grammaticality score.

Draft The global modeling using the reinforcement learning in all documents is our work in the future .
H-ND The global modeling of the reinforcement learning using all documents in our work is the future .
ED-ND In our future work , we plan to explore the use of global modeling for reinforcement learning in all docu-

ments .
GEC Global modelling using reinforcement learning in all documents is our work in the future .
Reference The global modeling using reinforcement learning for a whole document is our future work .
Draft Also , the above <*> efficiently calculated by dynamic programming .
H-ND Also , the above results are calculated efficiently by dynamic programming .
ED-ND Also , the above probabilities are calculated efficiently by dynamic programming .
GEC Also , the above is efficiently calculated by dynamic programming .
Reference Again , the above equation can be efficiently computed by dynamic programming .
Draft Chart4 : relation model and gold % between KL and piason .
H-ND Table 1 : Charx- relation between gold and piason and KL .
ED-ND Figure 2 : CharxDiff relation between model and gold standard and piason .
GEC Chart4 : relation model and gold % between KL and person .
Reference Table 4 : KL and Pearson correlation between model and gold probability .

Table 7: Examples of the output from the baseline models. Bold text indicates tokens introduced by the model.

from the SNLI (Bowman et al., 2015) and the
MultiNLI (Williams et al., 2018) datasets.

Random noising beam search As Xie et al.
(2018) pointed out, a standard beam search of-
ten yields hypotheses that are too conservative.
This tendency leads the noising models to gener-
ate synthetic draft sentences similar to their ref-
erences. To address this problem, we applied the
random noising beam search (Xie et al., 2018) on
all three noising models. Specifically, during the
beam search, we added r� to the scores of the hy-
potheses, where r is a value sampled from a uni-
form distribution over the interval [0, 1], and � is a
penalty hyperparameter set to 5.

We obtained 14.6M sentence pairs of (Xaasc
encdec,

Y aasc) by applying these Enc-Dec noising models
to Y aasc. To train the denoising model, we used
both data (Xaasc

hrst , Y aasc) and (Xaasc
encdec, Y aasc). The

model architecture was the same as the heuristic
model. This denoising model is our second base-
line model (ED-ND). To facilitate research in the
SentRev task, we released all the 19.6M synthetic

data.9

Analysis of the synthetic drafts Finally, we an-
alyzed the error type distribution of the synthetic
data used for training Enc-Dec noising and denois-
ing model with ERRANT (Figure 6). The error
type distribution from the synthetic dataset had
similar tendencies to the one from the develop-
ment set in SMITH (real-draft). KullbackLeibler
divergence between these error type distributions
was 0.139. This result supports the validity of our
assumption that the SentRev task is a combination
of GEC, style transfer, and a completion-type task.

Table 5 shows examples of the training data
generated by the noising models described in Sec-
tion 5. Heuristic noising, the rule-based noising
method, created ungrammatical sentences. The
grammatical error generation model added gram-
matical errors (e.g., plan to analyze ! plan to
analysis). The style removal model generated
stylistically unnatural sentences for the academic
domain (e.g., redesign ! renewal). The entailed

9https://github.com/taku-ito/INLG2019_
SentRev

l ED-ND model outperforms the other models
- the HD-ND noising methods induced noise closer to real-world drafts

l SOTA GEC model showed higher precision but low recall
- the GEC model is conservative



Examples of the baseline models’ output
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Draft Yhe input and output <*> are one - hot encoding of the center word 
and the context word , <*> .

H-ND The input and output are one - hot encoding of the center word and 
the context word , respectively .

ED-ND The input and output layers are one - hot encoding of the center word 
and the context word , respectively .

GEC Yhe input and output are one - hot encoding of the center word and 
the context word , .

Reference The input and output layers are center word and context word one -
hot encodings , respectively .

ED-ND models replaced the <*> token with plausible words



Analysis: 
error types of drafts in SMITH & training data

drafts in SMITH
drafts in synthetic data

~~(%
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Figure 6: Comparison of the 10 most frequent error
types in SMITH and synthetic drafts created by the Enc-
Dec noising methods.
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Figure 7: Performance of the ED-ND baseline model
on top 10 most error types in SMITH.

sentence generation model caused a lack of infor-
mation.

5.1.3 GEC model

The GEC task is closely related to SentRev. We
examined the performance of the current state-of-
the-art GEC model (Zhao et al., 2019) in our task.
We applied spelling correction before evaluation
following Zhao et al. (2019).

5.2 Evaluation metrics

The SentRev task has a very diverse space of valid
revisions to a given context, which is challenging
to evaluate. As one solution, we evaluated the per-
formance from multiple aspects by using various
reference and reference-less evaluation metrics.
We used BLEU, ROUGE-L, and F0.5 score, which
are widely used metrics in related tasks (machine
translation, style-transfer, GEC). We used nlg-
eval (Sharma et al., 2017) to compute the BLEU
and ROUGE-L scores and calculated F0.5 scores
with ERRANT. In addition, to handle the lexical
and compositional diversity of valid revisions, we
used BERT-score (Zhang et al., 2019), a contex-
tualized embedding-based evaluation metric. Fur-
thermore, we used two reference-less evaluation
metrics: grammaticality score (Napoles et al.,
2016) and PPL. Grammaticality was scored as

1 � (Nerrors in sentence/Ntokens in sentence), where the
number of grammatical errors in a sentence is ob-
tained using LanguageTools.10 By using a lan-
guage model tuned to the academic domain, we
expect PPL to evaluate the stylistic validity and
fluency of a complemented sentence. We fa-
vored n-gram language models over neural lan-
guage models for reproducibility and calculated
the score in the same manner as described in Sec-
tion 4.3.

6 Results

Table 6 shows the performance of the baseline
models. We observed that the ED-ND model out-
performs the other models in nearly all evalua-
tion metrics. This finding suggests that the Enc-
Dec noising methods induced noise closer to real-
world drafts compared with the heuristic methods.

The current state-of-the-art GEC model showed
higher precision but low recall scores in F0.5. This
suggests that the SentRev task requires the model
to make a more drastic change in the drafts than
in the GEC task. Furthermore, the GEC model,
trained in the general domain, showed the worst
performance in PPL. This indicates that the gen-
eral GEC model did not reflect academic writing
style upon revision and that SentRev requires aca-
demic domain-aware rewriting.

Table 7 shows examples of the models’ output.
In the first example, the ED-ND model made a
drastic change to the draft. The middle example
demonstrates that our models replaced the <*> to-
ken with plausible words. The last example is the
case where our model underperformed by mak-
ing erroneous edits such as changing “Chart4” to
“Figure2”, and suggesting odd content (“relation
between model and gold standard and piason”).
This may be due to having inadvertently intro-
duced noise while generating the training datasets.
Appendix C shows more examples of generated
sentences. Using ERRANT, we analyzed the per-
formance of the ED-ND baseline model by er-
ror types. The results are shown in Figure 7.
Overall, typical grammatical errors such as noun
number errors or orthographic errors are well cor-
rected, but the model struggles with drastic revi-
sions (“OTHER” type errors).

10https://github.com/languagetool-org/
languagetool/releases/tag/v3.2
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Similar error type distribution

drafts in SMITH 
drafts in synthetic training data 



Conclusions

l proposed the SentRev task
- Input: a incomplete, rough draft sentence
- Output: a more fluent, complete sentence in the academic domain.

l created the SMITH dataset with crowdsourcing for 
development and evaluation of this task
- available at https://github.com/taku-ito/INLG2019_SentRev

l established baseline performance with 
a synthetic training dataset
- training dataset available at the same link as above 
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https://github.com/taku-ito/INLG2019_SentRev
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Criteria for evaluating crowdworkers
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Criteria Judgment

Working time is too short (< 2 minutes) Reject
All answers are too short (< 4 words) Reject
No answer ends with “.” or “?” Reject
Contain identical answers Reject
Some answers have Japanese words Reject
No answer is recognized as English Reject
Some answers are too short (< 4 words) -2 points
Some answers use fewer than 4 kinds of
words

-2 points

Too close to automatic translation (20
<= L.D. <= 30)

-0.5 points/ans

Too close to automatic translation (10
<= L.D. <= 20)

-1.5 points/ans

Too close to automatic translation (L.D.
<= 10)

Reject

All answers end with “.” or “?” +1 points
Some answers have <*> +1 points
All answers are recognized as English +1 points

Table 2: Criteria for evaluating workers. L.D denotes
the Levenshtein distance.

spell-checked version6 of xcand. ↵ is set to 0.4,
which was determined in trial experiments.

We collected 10,804 pairs of draft and their final
versions, which cost us approximately US$4,200,
including the trial rounds of crowdsourcing.

Unfortunately, works produced by unmotivated
workers could have evaded the aforementioned fil-
ters and lowered the quality of our dataset. For
example, workers could have bypassed the fil-
ter by simply repeating popular phrases in aca-
demic writing (“We apply we apply”). To esti-
mate the frequency of such examples, we sampled
100 (x, y) pairs from (X,Y ) and asked an NLP
researcher (not an author of this paper) fluent in
Japanese and English to check for examples where
x was totally irrelevant to xja, which was shown
to the crowdworkers when creating x. The expert
observed no completely inappropriate examples,
but noted a small number of clearly subpar trans-
lations. Therefore, 95% of sentence pairs were
determined to be appropriate. This result shows
that, overall, our method was suitable to create the
dataset and confirms the quality of SMITH.

3.2 Statistics

Table 3 shows the statistics of our SMITH dataset
and a comparison with major datasets for building
a writing assistance system (Napoles et al., 2017;
Mizumoto et al., 2011; Daudaravicius, 2015). The
size of our dataset (10k sentence pairs) is six times
greater than that of JFLEG, which contains both

6We corrected spelling errors using https:
//github.com/barrust/pyspellchecker

Dataset size w/mask w/change L.D.

Lang-8 2.1M - 42% 3.5
AESW 1.2M - 39% 4.8
JFLEG 1.5k - 86% 12.4

SMITH 10k 33% 99% 47.0

Table 3: Comparison with existing datasets. w/mask
and w/change denote the percentage of source sen-
tences with mask tokens and the percentage where the
source and target sentences differ, respectively. L.D.
indicates the averaged character-level Levenshtein dis-
tance between the pairs of sentences.

(%
) ~~

SMITH
JFLEG
AESW

Figure 3: Comparison of the top 10 frequent errors ob-
served in the 3 datasets.

grammatical errors and nonfluent wording. In ad-
dition, our dataset simulates significant editing—
99% of the pairs have some changes between the
draft and its corresponding reference, and 33% of
the draft sentences contain gaps indicated by the
special token <*>. We also measured the amount
of change from the drafts X to the references Y
by using the Levenshtein distance between them.
A higher Levenshtein distance between the X and
Y sentences in our dataset indicated more signifi-
cant differences between them compared with ma-
jor GEC corpora. This finding implies that our
dataset emulates more drastic rephrasing.

4 Analysis of the SMITH dataset

In this section, we run extensive analyses on the
sentences written by non-native workers (draft
sentences X), and the original sentences extracted
from the set of accepted papers (reference sen-
tences Y ). We randomly selected a set of 500 pairs
from SMITH as the development set for analysis.

4.1 Error type comparison

To obtain the approximate distributions of error
types between the source and target sentences,
we used ERRANT (Bryant et al., 2017; Felice
et al., 2016). Next, we compared them with three
datasets: SMITH, AESW (the same domain as
SMITH), and JFLEG (has a relatively close Lev-
enshtein distance to SMITH). To calculate the er-

• filtered the 
crowdworkers' 
answers using the 
criteria

• accepted answers with 
score 0 or higher



Comparison of the top 10 frequent errors 
observed in the 3 datasets

Criteria Judgment

Working time is too short (< 2 minutes) Reject
All answers are too short (< 4 words) Reject
No answer ends with “.” or “?” Reject
Contain identical answers Reject
Some answers have Japanese words Reject
No answer is recognized as English Reject
Some answers are too short (< 4 words) -2 points
Some answers use fewer than 4 kinds of
words

-2 points

Too close to automatic translation (20
<= L.D. <= 30)

-0.5 points/ans

Too close to automatic translation (10
<= L.D. <= 20)

-1.5 points/ans

Too close to automatic translation (L.D.
<= 10)

Reject

All answers end with “.” or “?” +1 points
Some answers have <*> +1 points
All answers are recognized as English +1 points

Table 2: Criteria for evaluating workers. L.D denotes
the Levenshtein distance.

spell-checked version6 of xcand. ↵ is set to 0.4,
which was determined in trial experiments.

We collected 10,804 pairs of draft and their final
versions, which cost us approximately US$4,200,
including the trial rounds of crowdsourcing.

Unfortunately, works produced by unmotivated
workers could have evaded the aforementioned fil-
ters and lowered the quality of our dataset. For
example, workers could have bypassed the fil-
ter by simply repeating popular phrases in aca-
demic writing (“We apply we apply”). To esti-
mate the frequency of such examples, we sampled
100 (x, y) pairs from (X,Y ) and asked an NLP
researcher (not an author of this paper) fluent in
Japanese and English to check for examples where
x was totally irrelevant to xja, which was shown
to the crowdworkers when creating x. The expert
observed no completely inappropriate examples,
but noted a small number of clearly subpar trans-
lations. Therefore, 95% of sentence pairs were
determined to be appropriate. This result shows
that, overall, our method was suitable to create the
dataset and confirms the quality of SMITH.

3.2 Statistics

Table 3 shows the statistics of our SMITH dataset
and a comparison with major datasets for building
a writing assistance system (Napoles et al., 2017;
Mizumoto et al., 2011; Daudaravicius, 2015). The
size of our dataset (10k sentence pairs) is six times
greater than that of JFLEG, which contains both

6We corrected spelling errors using https:
//github.com/barrust/pyspellchecker

Dataset size w/mask w/change L.D.

Lang-8 2.1M - 42% 3.5
AESW 1.2M - 39% 4.8
JFLEG 1.5k - 86% 12.4

SMITH 10k 33% 99% 47.0

Table 3: Comparison with existing datasets. w/mask
and w/change denote the percentage of source sen-
tences with mask tokens and the percentage where the
source and target sentences differ, respectively. L.D.
indicates the averaged character-level Levenshtein dis-
tance between the pairs of sentences.

(%
) ~~

SMITH
JFLEG
AESW

Figure 3: Comparison of the top 10 frequent errors ob-
served in the 3 datasets.

grammatical errors and nonfluent wording. In ad-
dition, our dataset simulates significant editing—
99% of the pairs have some changes between the
draft and its corresponding reference, and 33% of
the draft sentences contain gaps indicated by the
special token <*>. We also measured the amount
of change from the drafts X to the references Y
by using the Levenshtein distance between them.
A higher Levenshtein distance between the X and
Y sentences in our dataset indicated more signifi-
cant differences between them compared with ma-
jor GEC corpora. This finding implies that our
dataset emulates more drastic rephrasing.

4 Analysis of the SMITH dataset

In this section, we run extensive analyses on the
sentences written by non-native workers (draft
sentences X), and the original sentences extracted
from the set of accepted papers (reference sen-
tences Y ). We randomly selected a set of 500 pairs
from SMITH as the development set for analysis.

4.1 Error type comparison

To obtain the approximate distributions of error
types between the source and target sentences,
we used ERRANT (Bryant et al., 2017; Felice
et al., 2016). Next, we compared them with three
datasets: SMITH, AESW (the same domain as
SMITH), and JFLEG (has a relatively close Lev-
enshtein distance to SMITH). To calculate the er-
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Examples of “OTHER” in SMITH

Draft: the best models are very effective on the     condition 
that they are far greater than human.

Reference: The best models are very effective in the local context condition 
where they significantly outperform humans.

Draft: Results show MARM tend to generate <*> and very short responces.

Reference: The results indicate that MARM tends to generate specific 
but very short responses.

OTHER

OTHER

Figure 4: Examples of “OTHER” operations predicted
by the ERRANT toolkit.
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others

lack of information

orthographic errors
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Figure 5: Result of the English experts’ analyses of er-
ror types in draft sentences on our SMITH dataset. The
scores show the ratio of sentences where the targeted
type of errors occurred.

ror type distributions on AESW and JFLEG, we
randomly sampled 500 pairs of source and target
sentences from each corpus. Figure 3 shows the
results of the comparison. Although all datasets
contained a mix of error types and operations, the
SMITH dataset included more “OTHER” opera-
tions than the other two datasets. Manual inspec-
tion of some samples of “OTHER” operations re-
vealed that they tend to inject information miss-
ing in the draft sentence (Figure 4). This finding
confirms that our dataset emphasizes a new, chal-
lenging “completion-type” task setting for writing
assistance.

4.2 Human error type analysis

To understand the characteristics of our dataset in
detail, an annotator proficient in English (not an
author of this paper) analyzed the types of errors in
the draft sentences (Figure 5). The most frequent
errors were fluency problems (e.g., “In these ways”
instead of “In these methods,”)—characterized by
errors in academic style and wording, which are
out of the scope of traditional GEC. Another no-
table type of frequent error was lack of informa-
tion, which further distinguishes this dataset from
other datasets.

4.3 Human fluency analysis

We outsourced the scoring of the fluency of the
given draft and reference sentence pairs to three
annotators proficient in English. Nearly every
draft x (94.8%) was marked as being less fluent
than its corresponding reference y, confirming that

Data FRE passive
voice (%)

word repe-
tition (%)

PPL

Draft X 45.5 34.0 33.0 1373
Reference Y 40.0 29.6 28.6 147

Table 4: Comparison of the draft and reference sen-
tences in SMITH. FRE and PPL scores were calculated
once in each sentence and then averaged over all the
sentences in the development set of SMITH.

obtaining high performance with our dataset re-
quires the ability to transform rough input sen-
tences into more fluent sentences.

4.4 Sentence-level linguistic characteristics

We computed some sentence-level linguistic mea-
sures over the dataset sentences: Flesch Reading
Ease (FRE) (Flesch, 1948), passive voice7, word
repetition, and perplexity (PPL) (Table 4).

FRE measures the readability of a text, namely,
how easy it is to understand (higher is easier). The
draft sentences consistently demonstrated higher
FRE scores than their reference counterparts,
which may be attributed to the latter containing
more sophisticated language and technical terms.

In addition, workers tended to use the passive
voice and to repeat words within a narrow span,
and both those phenomenon must be avoided in
academic writing. We conducted further analyses
on lexical tendencies between the drafts and refer-
ences (Appendix A).

Finally, we analyzed the draft and the reference
sentences using PPL calculated by a 5-gram lan-
guage model trained on ACL Anthology papers.8

The higher PPL scores in the draft sentences (Ta-
ble 4) suggest that they have properties unsuitable
for academic writing (e.g., less fluent wording).

5 Experiments

5.1 Baseline models

We evaluated three baseline models on the Sen-
tRev task.

5.1.1 Heuristic noising and denoising model

We can access a great deal of final version aca-
demic papers. Noising and denoising approaches

7https://github.com/armsp/active_or_
passive

8PPL is calculated with the implementation available
in the KenLM (https://github.com/kpu/kenlm),
tuned on AASC (excluding the texts used for building the
SMITH).
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